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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R and K denote the set of all real or complex numbers, respectively. 
If z = a + j/3, (Y, /3 E R, we set Re z = ~1, Im z = /3, z = (Y - $3, 1 z 1 = (zS)‘/2. 
Consider the Riccati differential equation 
2’ = q(t) - p(t)z”, (1) 
which satisfies the conditions: 
(1) p(t) and q(t) are continuous functions from J = [0, 00) into K. 
(2) There exists an a E K such that 
Reap(t) > 0, 
J 
e Re up(t) rlt = co. (2) 
0 
In this paper we shall establish the asymptotic behavior of (1) using the 
Liapunov function method and Waiewski topological principle. ‘The basic 
idea is to consider (1) for a perturbation of 
w’ = p(t)(a” - w’) (3) 
and to compare the solutions of both equations. The solution of the latter 
equation satisfying the initial condition w(to) = w. :# --a, to > 0 is of the form 
where g(t) = exp 2 1:. up(s) ds, K = (a - ~,)(a + ws)-‘. The detailed integral 
phase portrait of the trajectories of (3) for p(t) .= 1 was established in [2] whcrc 
the solutions of z’ = q(t) - z2 have been studied in the neighborhood of the 
stable singular point z -- (I. 
In the following we shall USC’ the Liapunov function V(l, z) defined by 
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V(t, a) = (2 + f)(l + Z+*. It seems to be convenient to recall (see [I]) 
that the equation 
y = (z + Z)/(l + a-“), -1 <y-<l (4) 
represents a pencil of circles with limit points 1 and -1 which correspond 
to the values y = 1, y = - - 1 and with the radical axis Rc z = 0 corresponding 
to the value y = 0. The circle K,, corresponding to the value y has the center 
Y -I and the radius Y = (1 - y*)r/* 1 y i-r. The symbol int KY denotes the 
interior of the circle K, , and cl int K, means the closure of this set. If A, R 
are subsets of K, we define their distance J(A, B) as 
Without loss of generality we may suppose in view of (2) that a = 1 and 
Rep(t) = 1, t E J. Indeed, if we replace p(t), q(t), z(t) by h(t) = asp, k(r) = 
a-‘q(t), Z(t) = &z(t), respectively, then the classical change of independent 
variable t = T(s), where T denotes the inverse function of s = si Re up(~) dr, 
results in the equation 
dZ/ds = Q(s) - P(s)Z*, SE] 
with Q(S) = k( T(s))/Re h(T(s)), P(s) = h( T(s))/Re h( T(s)). Here Re P(S) =I 1 
and if q(t) = +(t), then Q(S) = P(S) on J. 
2. FUXDAMENTAI. RESULTS 
The following hypotheses on the coefficients involved in (1) will be assumed 
throughout: 
14th d4: J -• K are continuous, Rc p(t) 7 I. 
THEOREM 1. Define 
w> = I u(t) - PWI, K(t) = zr s(S) (5) 
and assume that K~ = K(O) < 1. Let p = (1 - K,,‘)’ P and let z(t) be (I complete 
solution of (1) defined on [0, w) with 
z(0) C cl int K-, . (6) 
If w : : m, then 
ii2 d@(t), int K,,) :-= 0. 
Zf w < co, then Re z(t) < Ofor t E [0, w) and Km,,, ) z(t) = 0~. 
(7) 
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Proof. Let z(t) be any solution of (1) satisfying (6). 
exactly one y(t), 
y(f) = (z(t) L z(t))j( 1 -;- z(t) 3(t)) 
such that z(t) E KY(,) . Differentiation of (8) with respect to 
Then there exists 
(1) yields 
(8) 
yt(t) = 2 Re WU - i*(t)) 2 WA4 - P(W - TV)) 
(1 ,- z(t) qq)” .- 21 - r*(f)) + (1 + 44 w2 * 
Following the reasoning in [2], it is easy to verify, by use of the identity 
1 1 - a2 !2 = (I -t. z~)*(l - r2), that 
1 y’(f) - 2( 1 - y(t))1 < 2( I -- y*(t))“* h(t). 
By virtue of s(t) < K(f) < Kg = (1 - p2)‘j2, it follows from (9) 
(9) 
Y’(l) 3 4Y(G PI? (10) 
where d is defined by d(u, V) =-: 2( 1 - G)‘/*[( 1 - u*)r/* -- (1 - ~~)rj*]. Since 
d(u,2;) >Oforlu[ <z: < l,itholds 
y’(f) > 0 for all t satisfying 1 r(t)1 < p. (11) 
Now, WC are able to show that each solution of (1) satisfying at any T >, 0 
the condition Re z(T) 3 0 is defined for all t 3 T. First, let Re z(T) > 0. 
Then there exists a y, 0 < y < p such that z(T) E int KY . With respect to 
(11) z(t) E int K., for all t > T for which z(t) exists. Since each limit point 
of the set M = ((t, z(t)), 2 >, T} is, as known, on the boundary of the domain 
on which the right-hand side is continuous, it follows that w = 03. If 
Re z(T) : 0, then z(T) c K,,(=) , y( r> = 0, and y’(T) > 0. Hence r(t) is 
positive in a right neighborhood M’ of T. This means Re z(t) > 0 for t E W, 
and we can follow the preceding argument. 
Conscqucntly, we see that cvcry complete trajectory of (1) whose initial 
value z(T), T 3 0 is out of Km, , and which is defined on a finite interval 
[T, w), is situated in the half-plane Rc z < 0. The inequality (11) implies 
that z(t) is out of K-, for all t E [T, w remaining in the half-plane Re z < 0, ) 
so that the parameter y(t) of the corresponding circle of (4) passing through 
z(t) increases with increasing t. Hence lim,+,, 1 z(t)1 = CO. 
Now, let the trajectory a(t) be defined for all f > 0. To prove (7) it is sufficient 
to verify that for each E, 0 < e < p, there exists a T >, 0 such that z(t) E 
int K,-, for each t > T. If z(0) E int K, ( , the statement is obvious in view 
of (11). Consequently, suppose z(0) i! int K,-, and that there is no T 2 0 
satisfying z(T) E K,-, . Then there exists a y0 , p - E < ‘y. < p in such a way 
that z(t) is situated for each i > 0 in the domain K - (int Km.,” U int Kyo). To 
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each point of this domain there exists a unique circle K, of (4), y E ( -yO , yO), 
passing through it, and by (10) it follows that y’(l) > d(r,, , p) on [0, 30). 
Integrating this inequality from 0 to t we get y(t) > y(t,) + &,, , ~)t + CO 
as 1 --, cc, which contradicts the fact that / r(r)! < yO. We conclude that 
there exists a T > 0 such that ~(7’) E K,., . Then Z(L) E int KP_< for each 
t > T and the proof is complete. 
The proof of the following theorem is based on the well-known Wazewski 
principle [3]. Recall first of all some fundamental notions and basic results 
of this theory (see, c.g., [I, pp. 27%283]), adapted to Eq. (1). 
Let R be a subset of complex numbers, and let J be an arbitrary interval. 
An open subset ,P of / x Q will be called a (u, C) subset with respect to (1) if 
there exists a number of real-valued functions u,(t, z),..., ur(t, z); e,(f, z),..., 
~~(t, z), defined on J x R and such that 
CP = {(t, z): uj(t, z) < 0 and ~~(t, Z) < 0 for all j, 1~: 
and if U, , V, are the sets 
l;h = {(t, z): u3(t, Z) = 0 and Uj(t, z) < 0, 7jB(t, Z) < 0 for all j, 10, 
V, = ((f, z): ~(t, Z) = 0 and uj(t, z) < 0, z~.(r, Z) < 0 for all j, K}, 
then the trajectory derivatives zi, , 6, exist on U, and Ye and satisfy 
a&, 0) > 0 for (t, Z) E C,i , 
Qt, a) < 0 for (t, z) E rB . 
Wufewski principle [I, p. 2821. Let Ro be a (u, C) subset of J x 8 with 
respect to (1). Denote by QEO the set of egress points of Szo, and by ai, the set of 
strict egress points of n0. Then [I, p. 2811 
Let S be a nonempty subset of P u GE0 satisfying the condition that S n QEo 
is not a retraction of S but is a retraction of QEn. Then there exists at least 
one point (to, .z~) E S n P such that a solution z(t) of (I), z(t,) =-= z,, is con- 
tained in Q” on its right maximal interval of existence. 
‘IIHEOREM 2. I,et the assumptions of Theorem I befilflled, and let y. be any 
real wumber, ---p < ‘y. < 0. Then for each T > t, there exists a trajectory z(t) 
of (1) de$ned for t > T and contained in the interior of KY, for all t > T. 
Proof. Denote 
F(z) = (z + 2)/( 1 I z5) 
joj/25/1-8 
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and define 
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u(t, 2) = F(z) - yo 9 
v(t, 2) = --t, 
Yo 6 t--P, (3, 
RO = {(t, 2): y” > F(z), t > 01, 
u = {(i, z): yo = F(z), t 2 01, 
v = {(t, 2): y” 2 F(z), t = 0:. 
On the set U the derivative ti(t, z) with respect to (1) is 
ii@, 2) 7: 2(1 - y2(1)) + 2 Wdt) - P(W - ~2WN 
(1 -t z(t) z(t))” * 
Hence the inequality ti(t, a) 3 d(y(t), p) > 0 on U for z(t) E Cl implies 
At) = Yo 9 I y. / < p. Next, we have that ti(t, z) = -1 < 0. Hence, Go is 
for every y. , 0 < y. < p a (u, V) subset of P with respect to (1) and 
L?,O --: @, ---. u - 11 : ((t, z): y. = F(z), t > 0). 
For any T > 0 define S = {(t, z): F(z) < y. , t = 7’1. The set 
S n QR,O = ((1, z): F(Z) == yo, t = T} 
is a retract of REo (as can be seen by choosing the retraction rr: (t, z) -+ (T, z)) 
but is not a retract of S. For if there exists a retraction n: S -+ S n Qn”, then 
there exists a continuous map of S into itself, which is a product of x and the 
symmetry with respect to the center of the circle S n QEo without fixed points, 
which is impossible. 
Hence, all assumptions of the Wazewski principle are fulfilled so that there 
exists a solution z(r) of (I) such that (1, z(t)) E QO for t > ‘f. This proves the 
theorem. 
‘THEOREM 3. Let the function K(t) defined by means of (5) fulfill the condition 
limt+m K(t) = 0. Then there exists at least one solution zo(t) of (1) such that 
lim,.,, zo(t) = -- 1. Let T be such that K(T) < 1. Then each sohtion z(t) of 
(1) with Re z(T) > 0 is defined for all t > T and lim,,, z(t) = 1. 
Proof. Choose to > T and yU E (-p, 0) where p = (1 - K”(T))‘/“. Let 
zo(i) bc a trajectory of (1) remaining in the interior of KY, for all t > to, its 
existence is guaranteed by the preceding theorem. We claim z,(t) + --I as 
t-co. 
Actually if the assertion is false, there exists in the right neighborhood of 
-1 a number yr and a sequence {in}, t, -+ a3 such that z,(t,J .Z cl int K,,, for 
n = 1, 2,... . Choose a To 2 T so large that K(T,) < (1 - y12)‘j2. For this yr 
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all assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied on the interval [T,, , .CCI). Since 
1, -+ co, there exists an index n, such that tnO > T, and this implies z,,(t,J S 
cl int KY, . Applying Theorem 1, there exists a time TI > 2’” such that 
q,(t) C cl int K.,, for all 2 > r, , and, this contradicts the fact that z(t) c int K., 
for all 1 3 t,, . This proves the first part of the theorem. 
‘0 
Yaw, let z(t) be a trajectory of (1) with Re z(T) > 0. To complctc the 
proof, it is sufficient to show that for each yr , 0 < y, < 1, there exists a time 
i, 2 T such that z(t) E int K.,, for all t > t, . To this purpose define for t > T 
the function y(t) > 0 hy means of the relation y(t) = (1 - K”(t))“‘. Then 
lim,-., y(t) =- 1 since lim,,, K(t) = 0 by the assumption. Hence there exists 
a t, ‘,‘- ‘I’ such that r(tr) > yr and Theorem 1 guarantees for y0 = r(tr) the 
existence of such a t,, 2 T that z(t) E int K, for all t .*; t,, . The proof is 1 
complete. 
THEOREM 4. Let 
$ I 4(t) - P(t)1 = 0, ]im .9(t) -. = 1, 
f ‘X3 PW 
j* i d(J$)“* 1 c =. (12) 
Then there exist solutions z,(t), i .-= I, 2, of (1) defined for f + 3c, my for t -5 T, 
such that 
jjz ZJf) = ci ( Ei = (-1)1--l; (13) 
exists. 
Proof. The existence of solutions q(t) satisfying (I 3) follows from ‘Theorem 3. 
For the sake of simplicity let 5,(t) = ai cf(q(i):‘p(t))“*. Then WC: have 
log <,(t) = C i j; <;‘(s) dci(s) 
Hence 
j; [T’(S) a,‘(s) ds --. log &Jt) -. ci j; c;‘(s) d (#“’ - C 
and in view of (12) the integral on the left-hand side has a finite limit as t t XI. 
Rut Eq. (1) yields 
-a*‘(S) 57](S) = p(S)[u”j(S) - Ei(q(S);p(S))“*] 
and the statement is proved. 
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THEOREM 5. Let lr s(t) dt < co. Then each solution z(t) of (I) defined for 
t + oc satisfies either 
or 
Ji+nJ z(t) -= I) jm I z(t) - I I dt < 03 
lim z(t) = -I, I-.m s 
m 1 z(t) + 1 [ dt < CO. 
The scheme of proof for this theorem is essentially that which was adopted 
by the author in [2, pp. 501-5031 and will be omitted here. 
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